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Protest against "School ofAssassins" gets three
Wooster students criminal trespassing charges
1

:

Packer

Amanda Atkinson '99 went home
and left her roommate, Kathy Watts
'00, alone in Holden for the weekend. When Atkinson returned to the
College on Sunday, Nov. 9, their
room had changed a bit
from when she left; namely, the ceiling had fallen in.
Watts had been home during the
day, and when the ceiling thumped
and bulged, she called Security, who
filled out a report and said that there
was little reason for concern.
'Thirty minutes later," Atkinson
said, "the ceiling fell in."
Though the damage did not extend to the floor of the room above
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metal suspension bars and pieces of
their-room--a-

nd

She had bruises.
Atkinson stated, but was not seriously injured. 'Atkinson returned around 5 p.m.
on Sunday. "I didn't know who to
contact, exactly, so I just kind of
started calling people," she said.
Among her calls were Security ("I
couldn't see the first report because
it wasn't officially filed yet," she
said). Director of Residential Life
Dwayne Davis and Dean of Students
Ken Plusquellec. She also had to
call home so that they knew she had
safely returned, and she explained
the ceiling situation as well. According to Atkinson, her mother also
made a few phone calls, "and then
things started to happen."
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att5 as well.

Atkinson left messages at the
homes of both Davis and
Plusquellec. When Plusquellec returned her call, "the first thing he
said was, 'I'm sorry this happened.
Something like this never should
have happened," Atkinson remembered. However, "Dwayne Davis
never apologized for anything."

She and Watts discussed with
Davis receiving compensation for
V

The Wooster Choral

Union concert will occur Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw.
Tickets are required for this
event.

Aaron Rupert

were under control."
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Thanksgiving fast approcheth, unfortunately for these fowl on display at the

MiUtown Bueher 's on Route S3. A week from today, many Americans will
have a festive day of turkey, stuffing, cranberry sauce, followed up by
falling asleep withfamily members and loved ones in front of a television

that is blaring college football The Macy 's Thanksgiving Day Parade also
marches down the streets ofNew York dry next Thursday, making the Big
Apple the city with the most floats per capita in the world. To all those
looking forward to that Thanksgiving feast, may there always be enough of
your choice of white or dark meat, may the stuffing be bountiful and may
the Friday leftovers be plentiful

laundering their bedclothes and
other cleaning. Once they have finished their washing, they will settle
the cost and file the report for reimbursement, Atkinson explained.
The roommates were offered an
overnight room in Hygeia but opted
to stay with a friend. Security called
the Physical Plant to report the damage, but repairs could not be started
until the following day. Davis

warned that although the room
might be cleaned the next day, Monday, it might take several days for

the ceiling to be replaced.
When Atkinson came home from
classes at noon on Monday, the ceiling was already being repaired, and
by 2 p.m. it was completed. Both

roommates were pleased at the
speed of repair, and Atkinson noted
another improvement;' The original

ceiling's metal framing had been
suspended by wires connected to the

plaster with nails; Atkinson saved
please see NO CASUALTIES
IN CEILING INCIDENT, page 2
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The Solaris Wind Quintet
will perform Sunday at 4 p.m. in
"
Scheide.

Dec. 1.
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rights groups and Veterans for Peace
among others.
The people that we talked to ...
were from 20 different states and
three different countries," said
of the protest. "There
were people in their eighties," she
continued, "and people who brought
their children. Itwasd't people who
had been peaceniks their whole lives
either."
"A small community was created
for one day," said Marcy Grossman
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Though they are barred from returning to Fort Benning, the participants believe their actions were
worthwhile and positive. "I think
awareness is growing," said Meyer
of the protest.
"If enough people in America speak

Morgan--

Clement

'01, who attended the protests.
"People were outraged at the
school," she continued, "but they

Cleveland Airport on
Tuesday and Sunday.
Tickets must be purchased in advance from Lowry front desk.
V

Starting Sun., Nov. 30 there
will be a Kwanzaa exhibit on the
Lowry Center wall.

out," said Grossman, "they'll realize
what's happening."
"Normal American citizens aren't
going to stand and see their tax dollars to fund dictatorship," said Hunter.
"One of the goals we set after we
came back was that everyone on
campus of The College of Wooster
would know what SOA was," said
Morgan-Clemeof the group's current actions.
nt
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ACS will hold a class on
word processing your IS in Taylor 209 at 4 p.m on Mon., Dec.
.

1.
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The Office of Campus

Ministries will sponsor an Intersections lecture on Tues.,
Dec. 2, at 7:45 p.m. in Lowry
120.
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Sunday's protest, and they were
joined religious groups, human

SGA will provide
bussing to and from the

After classes on Tuesday,
Thanksgiving recess begins.
Classes will resume Monday,

m

.
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military police. During the protest,
eight coffins full of petitions against
the SOA were carried by six people
"
each', followed up by groups of proMinister Linda Morgan-Clemen- t,
"practiced civil disobedience," by testers walking two by two carrying crosses with the names of those
walking into the base and trespassmurdered by SOA graduates.
ing on federal property.
Hunter stated that "The issue is
The SOA, created during World
War II and officially founded in so covered up by press and the mili1963, brings 1,200 Latin American tary, I felt it was important to take a
soldiers a year to the United States very drastic step, to put one's body
for training in a variety of topics, on the line."
"I felt that I could do more than
some of which protesters describe
just protest outside the gates of Fort
as "torture, blackmail, and assassination." SOA graduates have Benning," said Meyer. "After over
been linked numerous times in 400 people crossed the line into Fort
Benning, they were filed into buses,
human rights abuses and drug trafficking, including the rape and and were driven to the military pomurder of American nuns, the mur- lice station. There they were
der of six Jesuit priests and the tographed and fingerprinted, were
assassination of Archbishop Oscar fed dinner at the base, and then were'
let go. According to Meyers, this
Romero. Alumni of the school include former Panamanian dictator process took six to seven hours.
They were charged with criminal
and U.S. drug convict-Manue- l
Noriega and Bolivian dictator trespassing and told that they cannot return to the base for one year.
Hugo Banzer.
The SOA has been denounced by Odds are that this "ban and bar'' order will be lengthened to five years,
a number of organizations, includand it may show up as a misdeing the Catholic and Presbyterian
meanor on the records of the parChurches. Nine Wooster students
attended this ticipants.
and Morgan-Cleme-

V

The men's basketball
team will be hosting the
Al Van WieRotary Classic both Friday and Satur
day. Games will begin at 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

't

Meyer '98; Rachel
Hunter '00 and Molly Keefe Ol
crossed the boundary into the base
and were arrested by Fort Benning

Three Wooster students were arrested Sunday at Fort Benning, Ga.,
during a protest against the School
of the Americas, called by its critics
The School of Assassins.". These
students, in the words of Campus

first-floo- r-

plaster showered
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Students gather for Kristalnacht
National
An Iowa seamstress gave birth Wed. to four boys and three girls, the
first set of septupled bom in the U.S. in 1 2 years. The babies were safely
delivered by Cesarean section by a medical team of more than 40 specialists and ranged in weight from 2 pounds, 5 ounces to 3 pounds, 4
ounces.

Two men who served
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them
alive.
They read po-

most 60 years

ems which told

ago.

of "A Riddle,"
"Fear." "The
Children." and
"This Night."
They put into
words
the
Sam Root and Dana Sommers '99 read in memory

tacking Jews, looting businesses,
murdering people in the streets in

cold blood. The night is remembered as "Kristalnacht," or "The
Night of Broken Glass," because of
the tremendous
amount of shattered glass in
tin

of victims looking on, the FBI announced Tuesday it

streets
:

who

those

worked to keep

Party of Ger-

-

In his first interview since his release from prison, Chinese dissident Wei Jingsheng told "Newsweek" he wanted to stay in his homeland, but was forced to come to the United States for medical treatment'
Wei opted to go into exile only after being denied treatment in China. A
activist, imprisoned in 1979, Wei was released on medical parole from a Chinese prison Sunday and admitted to Henry Ford
Hospital in Detroit for treatment of hypertension and other problems.

dren who survived and the

eulogies of
children who
died, told by

many launched
an organized attack on the Jewish population
of Germany; at

-old

--

;

1938, the Nazi

2-month-

had found no proof that terrorism brought down TWA Flight 800, a
crash that killed 230 people in 1996. Agents conducted more than 7,000
interviews in the $l?.milli.investigatipn4.pn;jQf fas.jQigpfoi&lJ,
history. A CIA video simulation shown during the news conference con
cluded that what some eyewitnesses thought was a missile bitting the
plane actually was burning, leaking fuel after the plane had already ex
,
ploded,
i.
j.
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On Nov. 9,

1 1

A Virginia woman was ordered to pay the veterinary bill for pierc
ing the ears of a fawn. A judge suspended the animal cruelty charge
against Bertie Phillips after she insisted she didn't mean any harm to the
deer she found by the highway. "I thought it was pretty,
Phillips, said at the time. The deer was treated for infection and has
been set free.

pro-democr-

They heard the
voices of chil-

event which
occurred al-

years for a rape they said they didn't commit have been exonerated by DNA evidence. Billy Wardell and Donald
Reynolds, both 32, were convicted of attacking a University of Chicago
sophomore in 1986 based on witness identifications. But a DNA test
this year cleared the men, who were released from prison Monday. Attorneys for the men are now considering lawsuits for wrongful incar
ceration and civil rights violations.

With families

A crowd of
about 30 gathered in Lowry
Pit
Wed.
evening for a
night of com-

and remembrance of an

16-d- ay

me

ture of broken
glass and broken dreams.

memoration

Space shuttle Columbia and an international crew of six blasted
into orbit on a science mission Wednesday, continuing NASA's streak
launches this year. During the
of
flight, Columbia's astronauts will release a solar observatory and retrieve it two days later,
conduct a practice space walk that was cancelled last year because of a
stuck hatch and grow plants and crystals.
on-ti-

Dan

Shortridge

across

xTmu

Photo
etry about the Holocaust in general
as well as Kristalnacht in specific.
Readers read poems in voices deep
and piercing, in tones high and low.
The poems were bitter and loving.

n&krtUi amrtti

thoughts of a
child growing

up in a concen- tration camp.
They castigated the German civilians who looked on, doing nothing
to help nor to hinder the mass murder of their fellow human beings.
They told of the
horror-fille- d
world
of European Jews,
ijhtti--

4tmlt

of

three-quarte- rs

whom, or six

mil-

lion.,, weje killed

under
Jewish-intere- st

group Hillel, had been rescheduled
from Nov. 9 due to scheduling problems.
The group, which included Hillel
President Rowell Levy and Campus

Minister Linda

Hkisserer

of the Night of Broken Glass.

Germany.
The evening's.
event, sponsored

by the campus'

by David

Morgan-Clemen- t,

was assembled for a reading of po- -

passionate and resigned. They recalled the atrocities of the death
camps, the horror of the gas chambers, the use of dead womens' hair
in the manufacture of dolls.

They quoted Abraham Lincoln
and Pastor Martin Niemoller on protecting others. They painted a pic- -

'Adolf

Hitler's "Final Solution."
And throughout all of the verses,
the names of the Nazi death camps
Belsen, Auschwitz, Treblinka,

Buchenwald, Birkenau, and more
rang clear and crisp, as if they were
bells pealing out the tones, "never
again. Never, ever again."

acy

continued from page

International
Former South African president P,WX Botha refused to go to the
Truth Reconciliation Commission, so the panel investigating apartheid
abuses said it will subpoena him again Thursday, The subpoena will be
the second served on Botha by the Truth Commission in its bid to dis
cover who ordered the routine killings of
activists in
the 1980's when Botha led the country. Botha was first subpoenaed for
an Oct. hearing but was allowed to postpone his testimony because of ill
health. Commission chairman and Nobel Peace prize winner Desmond
Tutu has said the hearing for Botha could take place near his home to
accommodate his frail physical condition.
anti-governm-

ent

While holding out the possibility of some concessions, the United
States and key allies on the United Nations Security Council refused to
budge Wednesday on demands that Iraq allow the return of American
arms inspectors. In a key show of support, Russian Ambassador Sergey
Larov, whose country traditionally has been the most sympathetic to
Iraq, agreed with the United States and Britain that Iraq's acceptance of
UN orders to reverse his stance must be "unconditional." Meanwhile, a
n
Western diplomat said that Thursday's
conference on the Iraq
crisis would focus on a
proposal that offers possible concessions, including increasing the amount of oil Iraq can sell to buy food.
pre-daw-

US-Briti- sh

compiled by Jamie Mapes with information from

No casualties in ceiling incident

USA Today

Online

that "all

1

one as both souvenir and proof. It
surprised her that nails should be
used to connect to the plaster,
since, with their smooth surfaces,
"any vibration from upstairs"
could jar it. She made a point of
looking at the new connectors, and
though she "couldn't tell whether
they were nails or screws, it's better done."
Cleaning the room ended up being more difficult that getting the
ceiling itself repaired. Though they
had been told that the room would
be cleaned, Watts and Atkinson said

Wanna use that
WWW to read the Voice?
Sections of Nov. 13 issue of
the Voice are currently at:
new-fangl-

did was

re-vacuum-

ing.

"It was just a big hassle,"
Atkinson said.
Atkinson noted that although their
ceiling is now better than before,
their hallmates are concerned that
similar acts of gravity might befall
other rooms. "I know other people
on our halj are concerned that it
could happen to them," Watts said.
She suggested that the rest of the
hall be checked over Thanksgiving
break to prevent both the College
and the students from further occurrences.
"They should have taken it more
seriously," Watts said. "People
could have been seriously hurt."

Tutor List-- Fall 1997

ed

Available

http:www.wooster.eduvoice
After Thankjglvinft.
U'i the what rfara thing!

It's Cyberrific!

custodial

vacuum." Davis had explained that
College workers are not allowed to
touch personal belongings, so they
had left a note on the door saying
"please feel free to touch or move
anything," and at least one of the
women was in the room at the time
of cleaning.
"But we didn't feel like we had
the right to say, 'clean this, do that,'"
Atkinson said.
After the custodian left. Watts and
Atkinson spent an estimated four
hours cleaning the room, shaking
out bedding, dusting their desks and
dressers and then

j

by

contactling your Department Chair,

Residence Hall and Small House Directors,
Lowry Center Information Desk, the Libraries or
the Vice President for Academic Affairs Office

,
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The noble men of Bryan House
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Where s

that SGA meeting:

House members recognized for volunteer work in Wooster

Jamie Mapes

Sandra Kozera

Wednesday's SGA meeting started
off with a small amount of confusion.
At the previous meeting it was decided that this week's meeting would
was
occur in Lowry, unless an
sent out saying otherwise.
The room in Lowry was not available, so the meeting had to remain
in Babcock. Due to a technical difwas not sent out
ficulty, the
to the whole Senate. Therefore, several members waited in Lowry for
10 minutes before moving over to
Babcock.
Due to another technical problem,
minutes were not sent out before the
meeting, nor where they available
at the meeting. After some discussion, it was decided that every at

Last Saturday, the residents of
Bryan House were recognized by
the Wooster Interfaith Housing Corporation (WlHC) for their volunteer
work. Their recognition was part of
the 25th anniversary celebration of
the Interfaith Council. The organization was founded in 1972, when
a group of area residents representing different religions joined together to help provide affordable
housing for people with low incomes.
WIHC's mission is "to provide
safe, sanitary and affordable housfamilies and ining for
dividuals; counsel clients on rental
or purchase of housing and its managements; and help maintain the The men Bryan House show what they 're made of. Photo by Katie Hershoff
of
older housing stock in the local resiold carpet. These pledges must be
for their efforts to help support Indential neighborhoods." The houses
terfaith Housing were those who completed within the next year.
and apartments taken on by the InThe residents enjoy their oppordonated money. However, accordterfaith Housing are spread throughonly
McAllister,
were
the
to help out others. Mike
tunity
"we
ing
to
generWooster,
volunteers
and
out
Suszter '00 declared "it's a fun
ally donate either time or labor to volunteer group" who were recognized for donating their labor. Other break from stuff." Generally, they
help fwith their upkeep.
devote their time to two projects a
members of the Wooster community
THe residents of this program
were
week, although they may do less or
time
their
volunteered
who
house have been volunteering their
time since last semester, when also recognized, but the residents of more depending on need. Other
residJiticthe,ptPgram house inseven of the nine residentsJiyed--i- n
acknowlreceived
clude Luke Linberg '00, Bob Beyer
who
group
Kate "House, then an overflow nized
first-yeconsistency
and
'98, Shane Flinner '00, Kevin
Their
edgment.
men.
house for
People who reside in WIHC dedication helped them earn their Godburn '00, Marshall Jones '00,
Kagan McKittrick '00 and Scott
houses move frequently, so the recognition.
auction Walker '98.
An "Adopt-A-Housvolunteers are needed to help
With their 29 additional prompeople move and to assist with the also took place at the celebration.
general maintenance of the Attendees could donate either time ised hours of volunteer work, the

'

77v

low-inco-

S

me

JkyaiUloseejheiyxa..

--

ar
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houses. Recently, they have also
started working with some of the
children who have no significant
male role models; according to
Ryan McAllister '00, "bowling
and laser tag" are among their ac- tivities.
Many of the people recognized

.

or labor to assist with the renovations on a few houses in the
Wooster area to help strengthen
older neighborhoods. The Bryan
House residents donated a total of
29 hours of labor for projects including the reinstallation of a
closet door and the removal of an

FREE Tire Rotation with $19.95 Oil Change

residents of Bryan House have
much to keep them busy. They encourage' anyone who is interested
in giving a helping hand, particularly underclassmen who are interested in living at the program
house next year, to contact Ryan
or Luke at x4270.

60 Years of Combined

Experience
FREE DIAGNOSIS
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Car Sales & Service
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Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
; Monday to Friday
Located 18 mile east of
McDonalds on Rte 30
3255 Lincoln Way East
'
"
Wooster, Ohio
:
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263-U1-
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20 Discount on Parts
with Student or Faculty p.

e-m- ail

e-m- ail

tempt would be made to get minutes out as soon as possible after
each meeting.
With all the kinks worked out,
standing and ad hoc committees
gave their reports. The phone committee reported that ACUS was
working on getting lower international rates for 29 countries. AT&T
had already lowered their rates and
ACUS is going to attempt to follow
suit. "Its not set in stone, but they
also said they might look at the
make-u- p
of Wooster to see if there
are any countries that a lot of students are from and try to lower the
rates for that country too," said committee chair Toni Cassarino '01.
With no other business before them.
SGA adjourned and will meet again
after break at 7 p.m. in Babcock.

Council reviews reports
Dan Shortridge

well as "building bridges" between
the College and the community via

Campus Council did not rest on
its laurels after last week's passage
of the new funding model for student groups. Its TUesday meeting
was devoted largely to discussion of
the reports of the four strategic plan-

cooperative programs with the

ning committees. Council Chair
Rorie Harris '99 stated that the committees had turned in the final drafts

of their reports to College President
Stan Hales. Associate Dean of Students Carolyn Buxton added that it
is now Hales' responsibility to review the reports and then circulate
them between all of the planning
committees. "

Director of Libraries Damon
Hickey reported informally on the
report of the Campus and Community Life Committee, whose recommendations involved "improving the
social space on campus" for infordiscussions, as
mal faculty-student

Wooster City Schools.

Academic Programming Committee member Ben Mizer '99 reported on some of its goals, which
included an increase to IS percent
of the number of "students of color"-a- t
Wooster over five years, as well
as an increase in the amount of staff
and faculty of color. Mizer also discussed the committee's suggestion
to scrap the existing distribution
system in favor of a group of core
classes which would include diversity, writing, and quantitative skills
requirements. Another recommendation of the committee is to prOr
mote faculty scholarship and research by establishing an Office of
Institutional Research, he added.
With no reports from the stand-

ing Budget, Judicial, or Charter
Committees, Council adjourned.

Attention! You may ba gslting screwed!
TJie

OriWicf Financial 'Aid has Joined tfcat several TVooster students and

arents have received a solicitation frofffa scholarship searchiservtce which
pare
char5es a vZUTee. jneage saYeyyur msney cr.a aiscuru ims soucuauon
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Oops!
The Following Courses were Omitted from the
Spring 1998 Course Schedule , ;
v
,

The course involves the study of
COMM 152. PUBLIC SPEAKING
public address and the performance of various types of speeches, examines
various aspects of the public speaking process and helps students learn to write
and deliver better public presentations.
a.m. Dr. Michelle Johnson
MWF 11:00-11:5- 0
At the
CD 145. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN
completion of this course, the student will have a comprehensive knowledge of
the developmental process of children learning a spoken language.
p.m. Dr. Donald Goldberg
MWF 1:00-1:5- 0
counts toward distribution in Literature, Philosophy, and the Arts
'
counts toward distribution in the Social Sciences and History

Matsos Family Restaurant
TMK

CUmmt

THAT

INSPIRED SoCHATtSl

off all C.O.W. itudenu and
faculty until the year 3000 A.D.

10

Snl

Kfot UHtrty
WooHtr. Ohio 4461
(530) 264 M00
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More access to Snickers and sex
The odds are that at one point or another in our college careers, we will
either become hungry after Lowry is closed or have sex. Ask anyone. If
one or the other hasn't already occurred, chances are one (or both) will
before graduation. Each circumstance presents its own problems, but
there is one solution: vending machines.
Not all dorms have them. Anyone who has ever had a chocolate craving
in Bissman or the Holden Annex knows that. But just imagine being able
to plunk change into to one vending machine to get a Snickers to satisfy
that chocolate urge, as well as some condoms, thus making it possible to
satisfy those other urges. Ah, the convenience of one stop shopping!
The presence of vending machines in every dorm is very important.
Suppose a student is diabetic, and needs some food to prevent his or her
blood suger from dropping. Suppose it's after midnight. Mom's is closed,
and there is no access to other buildings. The student must knock on doors
until some kind person is willing to share the wealth. The same applies to
condoms. The only place on campus to get them is Hygeia. Trekking
across campus in the snow would kill any mood.
can be prevented with some basic precauVending machine break-in- s
tions. It's no reason to keep residents of certain buildings starved and
sexually frustrated. Vending machine gods, hear our plea. Be present in
every dorm, and allow us food and sex!

Registrar, Registrar, give me the news
The end of the semester is here. That means a few things. Number one,
exams are coming up. Number two, it's almost time to go home for a month,
and number three, registration is at hand. Yes, registration. That lovely
Saturday morning in early December when all students gather in the
Room to register for their spring classes. In the
Armington
past, the system has worked moderately well. However, this year a couple
of registration issues have arisen.
For one, why aren't important facts such as distribution and course requirements listed in each individual student's package? This information
could be useful, especially seniors who are nearing the end of their Wooster
careers and need another credit or two to fill their requirements. Secondly,
this "random" choosing of course selection numbers is ridiculous. Some
people consistently are high numbers and some are low. A better way to do
this could not be that difficult to come up with. So, as we look forward to
next semester with anticipation, we first need to sidestep these small inequalities with the registrar. They may be petty complaints, but in, the end,
they add up to a big pain in the rear.
All-Purpo- se

--
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Letters: Scientists, Hbrarians rap
I
Two weeks
ago in the Voice, an
open letter to Dean Figge by Cathy
Swartz was published. While many
issues raised in the letter certainly
need to be addressed, it contained
many factual errors and misconcep1

tions concerning the. sciences at
Wooster.

One thing that needs to be realized is that teaching assistants are

simply
greater

a
ne-

cessity in

science

t
i
is no reason why
help, .there
he or
she cannot simply talk to the professor. The great majority of them
have open office hours and appointment sheets, and there is always a
minute before or after class.
Contrary to the. Figge letter, the
new science library which is being
constructed is not "to alleviate sci
ence students from the necessity of
aLT

.

n

carrying

mU'
itgimfa ttfmi, inn I'tw

ti'ftu

UmJi

tmi- -

...

books

fit-- o

across the
street." I

classes than

have-spe-

in the

much time

hu-

manities. A
professor trying to grade the weekly
load of literally hundreds of homework questions without a student
grader would quickly be swamped.
This would make it very difficult to
spend adequate time preparing lectures and tests. Similarly, running
several lab sessions per week, each
with a couple dozen students who

each have a thousand questions,
would be ludicrous without an assistant Particularly in chemistry Jabs,
the ability of one person to monitor
the safety of many underclassmen
milling around with hearing plates and
potentially toxic chemicals needs to
be considered. This is especially a
concern when the professor is distracted by addressing a question or
problem. Due to the necessity of these
student assistant positions, science departments can hardly be blamed for
enticing students with a small amount

of pay.

Regarding formal help with
schoolwork, "the Math and Writing
Centers are exceptions to the rule.
Except for physics, I know of no
other departments that have a regular time and location specifically set
aside for this help. If a student needs

nt

in the chem
istry library, and it has drawbacks
that far outweigh the free
copies. It is crowded to the point
that there is not enough room to
fully pull out a chair from a table,
and two people cannot pass each
other in the rows between bookshelves. It is also very hot and stuffy
The biology library is
canslightly better, but
not make copies. The physics library is the most comfortable of the
three, but still small and crowded.
The new library is simply to give the
students who must spend countless
hours in the
science
poor-quali-

ty

year-roun- d.

non-senio-

now-separa-

rs

te

libraries something resembling
comfort. It is not a luxury, but a
necessity.
As for perpetuating the inequali-tieof society by allegedly favoring
the sciences, perhaps Swartz should
look around. We live in a nation
where less than one person in a hundred knows what a molecule is. We
live on a campus where the
visit of a Nobel laurenews, and was
ate was second-pag- e
the only Forum for which attendance
was not required in some first-yeseminars. We attend a college where
s

once-in-a-lifeti-

ar

me

. .

.
I
taking
a student
can graduate without
a single qualitative science course, and
some advisors actively discourage students from pursuing a major in the sciences. Life may be far from perfect
for the Kauke departments, but the
science departments certainly share
"'
"
the same fate.
Geoff Bonvallet '00
1

,

I

'

In regard to your editorial of Nov.
13: last year I was approached by
the SGA to see whether the libraries would be willing to extend their
hours until 1 a.m., since some of the
residence halls had extended their
visitation hours (which often translate into party hours) until 2 a.m.,
making it difficult for
students in those halls to study in their
rooms. Since we did not have the
funds to pay desk workers for these
additional hours and SGA did not ei
ther. I said that I would make the v
change only if we could find other
desk hours to cut
Based on our records, we deter- - f
mined that AV had been used very
little after 1 1 D.m.. and so we de- - '
cided to close it an hour earlier than
before. Our records also showed that
the whole library was very little used
on Saturday morning between 9 and
10 a.m. And so, by eliminating AV
hours between 1 1 p.m. and midnight,
plus library hours in general between
9 and 10 a.m. on Saturday, we saved
enough money to extend library hours
(but not AV hours) until 1 a.m., Sunday through Thursday.
I suggest that anyone who needs
to use the learning lab or AV plan to
do so before 1 1 p.m., and then do
non-partyi-

non-AV-rela-

library things

ted

tween

ng

1 1

p.m. and

1

be-

a.m.

Damon Hickey, director

of

libraries

Voice
More GLBA feedback Letter: Innocent 'til proven other
Thursday, November 20, 1997

Dear Editor,

Miss Chehayl mentioned were writ
ten by GLBA members, and despite
any negative response, the GLBA still
stands behind them. The statement
"Watch out! Your roommate might
be gay !" was never intended as a scare
tactic. We wrote it to raise awareness
of the fact that anyone can be gay and
oftentimes we do not know the sexuality of those around us. Someone as
close as a roommate or even a best
friend could be gay without our
knowledge, and we need to be careful of what we say in front of anyone.

Over the past two weeks, the
Voice has featured two letters concerning the chalkings done by the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance in
celebration of Coming Out Day. As
a member of the Alliance who participated in the chalkings, I feel it is
necessary to express the GLBA's
perspective of the event.
After our meeting on Oct. 16, a
group of gay and straight students
gathered to do the chalkings. Our
intent was to encourage thought,
conversation, and openness on campus concerning the issue of sexual
diversity. We also wanted to
recogonize some notable gay, lesbian, and bisexual individuals.
Two weeks ago, Halley Chehayl
criticized three of the chalkings that
she viewed on Oct. 17, but one of
those chalkings was not even written by a member of the GLBA or
anyone affiliated with the GLBA.
Pope John Paul's inclusion in our
"Walk of Flame" was the action of
someone or some group outside of
the campus GLBA.
Several other offensive comments
were also written the night of Oct.
16 by a person or persons not asso-

The GLBA also supports the
statemenf'Homophobia is wrong"
because homophobia is an irrational fear that hurts people. It is much
different from a fear of the dark or a
fear of flying. Friendships are lost,
family members are disowned, and
innocent people are attacked because of homophobia. A homosexual person is not someone to be
feared. Unfortunately heshe is often a person who fears how others
will react to one small part of his
her personality, and this is wrong.
It is no more correct to fear a person because of hisher sexuality than
it is to fear a person because of his
her race or religion. Homophobia is
similar to racism because of the discrimination that occurs in both cases.
Discrimination may be a part of our
society, but it is not acceptable.

ciated with the Alliance. These
comments were brought to my attention late that evening, and several GLBA members erased them so
they would not be mistaken as our
woncs. unionunaieiy, rope jonn
Paul's name was not noticed, and it
remained to receive the campus's
criticism in the morning.
As a person who was raised in the
Catholic faith, I was just as disappointed as other community members to hear that the Pope's name was
present among our works. I knew that
some people would believe the GLBA
was responsible for it, and we were
not It should not be left up to the
GLBA to censor the community's response to our actions.

The other two comments that

'

s
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The GLBA celebrated Coming

but Day to raise awareness of ho
mosexual issues and support those
who have had the courage to admit
who they are to themselves and others. Homosexual people are often
offended by everyday occurrences
that other people do not even think
twice about. I hope that those who
were offended by what happened

during our celebration can gain
some understanding of who we are
in the future instead of blaming us
for the ignorance and fear that dwell
in our society.
.
Jana Genzen '00

Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to the
articles that appeared in last week's
issue of the Voice about an alleged
incident that occurred off campus,
involving a security officer and a
College student Keeping in mind my
personal knowledge of the incident as
well as the rumors that have been flying around this campus, I would like
to iterate that it is important to remember that the information presented in
the Voice was just one side of the story.
There certainly is more to the incident
than is apparent. It is our responsibility as a student body to keep the ru

Furthermore, I would like to bring
to everyone's attention the fact that
while the Security Department as
well as the alleged victim is seemingly able to say anything to any
number of people on this campus,
the accused has been advised not to
comment on the incident and thus
there is no way that we can hear his
perspective on the incident.
Once again I would like to emphasize the importance of not speculating on any number of things that could
actually have occurred that night and
not jumping to false conclusions.
Divya Thadani '99

mor mill in check and simultaneously

respect both parties allegedly

in-

volved.
For whatever this is worth I would
also like to stress that I have always
had and will continue to have faith
in Joe Kirk as well as the rest of the
Security Department. I have in the
past and will continue to feel comfortable to ask for an escort from one
building to another on this campus
no matter how late at night it is and
no matter whether the officer be
male or female. Whatever happened

to the notion of innocent until
proven guilty?

.

Galpin pulls strings, students lose
and the officer in question has been
suspended without pay and is not allowed on campus."
Why not? Well, depending on
whom you ask, there were two of-ficers involved. Kirk acknowledged
that the victim stated the presence
y
officer, and
of a second
there has been no suspension be-

"The Director of Security posts in
strategic locations in residence halls

James

Koller

and aca- -

demic
buildings

'Security Alerts,' special fliers

in-

forming the College community of
major incidents which occur on or
in the immediate vicinity of the campus," the "Handbook of Selected
College Policies" says on page 36.
Director of Security Joe Kirk, gave
us this source at last Wednesday's
open forum in Douglass to verify

College

policies

off-dut-

stowed due to the fact that the

regarding

Security's handling of recent events
stemming from the alleged rape of

a College student.
" " I
I'm glad verified these sources, for
at the meeting the reason given fotnot
posting such alerts was
"The incident did hot occur on campus and any information we could
have given would have been very
vague because of confidentiality.
Also, we usually only issue alerts
in a situation where the perpetrator
is unknown ... the incident was dealt
with immediately," said Kirk.
Now, I will not attempt to twist
the director's words, as too many
people at the meeting did. This fruitless distortion by some who were act
ing purely on emotion and not logic
might be somewhat understandable,-- '
but it was still embarrassing to those
who wanted improvement, not a fight
Yelling at Joe Kirk solved nothing
and reaffirmed many people's opinions that college students are incapable of acting professionally when
in a group larger than nine.
However, this does not mean that
Security is above reproach. Far
from it, I would say. Published policies contradict what Kirk said. Either he was not aware of what the
handbook stated regarding his department or he was trying to skirt the issue. The truth is that once again. College officials are trying to keep us students in the dark regarding an important campus issue by pulling the wool
over our eyes with what little they tell
us. Twisted phrases merely hide the
fact that had policy been followed we
could have been told the next day that
"an alleged sexual assault occurred
two-fol-

d.

Wooster PD has said that the second officer is not listed as a suspect
for any crime. Thus, he is still on
duty, roaming the campus. He may
be innocent, as the first officer may,
but does the campus rest any easier
.. knowing that an alleged accomplice
'
stiH has access to the entire campus?
Kirk admitted that he knew rumors would be spread and probably
'inaccurate ones. With this knowledge, why wasn't there an alert, official announcement, or press release?
in auBecause of logistics, higher-up- s
thority, impending investigations?
Probably, but the bottom line is that
the Wooster student does not care
about any of these excuses, only their
safety. And if a student would not feel
safe with an alleged accomplice giving an escort they should have the
right to make an informed decision.
Yes, there are numerous improprieties alleged by the victim regarding her treatment by College higher-upincluding being placed in Hygeia
(where is Security housed?) after the
incident and the unwillingness of certain administrators to even get out
of bed to deal with the issue. That .
will all run its course in the future,
but in the meantime we are afraid.
Why are we afraid? Is it only this
issue? No, this is just a prime example of what our Editorial Board
said on Oct. 16 was becoming a
s,

.

habit on campus:

"Freedom of

speech and thought is very important to those of us who are constantly
taught the values of critical thinking.
While the College pays valuable lip
service to this quality, it subver-sivel- y
works against these interests
. . . students are judged to be babies
incapable of free thought and expression. Galpin, of course, is our model
to follow pass the Prozac."
Kirk did hint that the situation

,v

could have been handled in a more
open manner even without giving out
details that should not be revealed
right away. I think, I hope he got the
picture via the anger vented, even
though it went overboard.
Remember this fellow students,
Kirk is not an accused rapist and
while it is nice to vent at such a visible, willing target, he is not the person you are truly angry at. We all
know whom we are angry at ithey
did what has been claimed. If hethey
did, then they are the ones who broke
rules (pp. 4 42 of the "Handbook of
Selected College Policies" prohibits
any amorous relationships between
students and officers, even consensual) and perhaps laws, then they are
responsible for their actions.
Of course, if Kirk knew such relationships existed beforehand and
did nothing, then he is guilty as a director. If he did not, then he is not
to blame. What he is guilty of is a
1

-

--

poorly executed response to

stu-

dents. But he has people pulling his
strings, the Galpin Group, and there
are those in Galpia whtfrconsqmtly
muzzle us, as this cover-u- p
reeks
much like ones in the past. And if it
smells the same and looks the same,
then it is probably the real deal.
Anyone who told Kirk not to do
something that would have better informed the campus or that could
have reduced risk or fear is even
more responsible than Kirk. He can
only follow orders.and while we
may not like those orders, Kirk did
handle the tough questions from the
student body alone granted, not at
his request, but he did take the heat.
The bottom line is that we need
to know as much as possible without endangering the investigation. We
could have known more, we should
have known more we did not know
more. For those who prevented us
from knowing more, you share the
burden of guilt of whatever fallout
develops. You were wrong and need
to admit it, not just KiA. If anything,
like this occurs again, you should ei- ther act responsibly or pack your bags.

James Koller is an editor in
chief of The Wooster Voice.

.
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Is Pocahontas just another pretty face? Statue raises questions
Jon Raessler

"

It's name is Pocahontas. It
stands on the other side of the new
Ebert Art Building, (or missile
silo, as some have called it). The
response to its presence has driven
some to silence, including faculty
in the art department. What is all
this controversy about? A bronze
statue depicting a young, scantily-cla- d
girl frolicking among birds in
a shallow wood.
The statue is indeed behind
Ebert, and stands in
the middle ot a memorial garden. The
statue and garden
were given by the
board of trustees in

Desnitf!
Despite fhpe
re these tmntinnal
emotional rtsponses, the statue and its message
have provoked serious discussion
across campus.
Pierre Gour, an instructor within
the Art Department, says that the
statue calls intp question what the
intended message is and how we
as a campus view it. "When we
look at art, it is important to recognize whether the piece in question challenges our way of looking at things; this work does not
do that. This piece is a tragedy,

ic actually
anfnallv hartramnnc
campus and
and what is
hap pening in the educational framework, or is it a front to portray
Wooster and the art department as
something other than it is?
Another issue raised by some is
the means by which students are
educated by the statue's presence.
College campuses are for the distribution of knowledge. Does this
statue offer knowledge?
The general consensus is no,
that the statue merely represents
the status quo in that it does not
offer new ways of
thinking or new

m""""""""""1""
J?

ideas for student'

contemplation.

Rather, it shows

woman in the same
position that she has

honor of Laura
Harper Copeland's

been in the past,

contributions towards
the beautification of
the campus. Two

benches flank the
statue, as well as several shrubberies. The trees in the yard add" to
the implied wooded scene.
"It's ugly in general, ugly as a
female form, sexist, and is not art,
period. It is a yard ornament,"

claims one student. Negative responses have been the norm thus
far, as many students find the
statue to be demeaning towards
women and their place in society.
Two physical attacks have been
inflicted upon the statue: one serious, in which one of the birds
was removed; the second involved
a student taking pity upon the
young girl and her lack of dress
and placing clothes upon her on a
cold morning.

not

only

formally,

but

representationally as well, for it
does not portray the student period
in a positive way, especially with
regard to women. It keeps them
naive; as playful, and not as
knowledge bearers; definitely out
of a positive light. Ultimately, this
may serve as a wedge that drives
,
people apart."
The statue raises several serious
issues about the Wooster campus.
Are Wooster and the art department tied to capitalist, administrative policies, where those with the

wealth determine what goes

t-

I)

level-heade-

--

where, without regard to the opinions of students or faculty? Does
this statue accurately represent the

rather than as an intelligent, thoughtful
mmmmm
being.
With all of these
different views surfacing with respect to Pocahontas, it is easy to
see why she has been at the center
of so much controversy. It is morV
than just a piece of art; it raises
serious questions regarding administrative policy and the representation of various departments.
Dan Borsody '01 had perhaps
d
the most
student reaction: "In its own way, it enriches
the campus, and my experience, by
exposing me to modes of thought
and how people portray ideas,
even if these thoughts have been
worn thin through the ages, and
whether I agree with them or not.
Isn't that what a liberal arts edu
cation is all about?"

n n

Photo by David Heisserer
Behind Ebert, Pocahontas stands alone against

a cold fall background.

Back in the pool again with wet, wonderful water aerobics
Sandra Kozera
In my quest to be healthy, I have
dabbled with a number of cardiovascular activities. I have run on the
treadmills, clinging to the edges in

an unreasonable fear of getting
sucked into oblivion by a too-fa- st
running strip. I have busted ass on
the StairMaster. I have jogged
through monsoons and the woolen
humidity that is a Pittsburgh summer. And I have participated in
water aerobics.
Lynn Emerson, a Wooster resi-

dent, instructs a water aerobics
class on Mondays and Thursday
from 7 to 8 p.rrf. during the school
year in the PEC pool. In the sum-

mer,

the

class

moves

to

Freedlander pool. Emerson has
been teaching water aerobics in
Wooster since 1983, when the
class was instructed in the YMCA
pool. The moves she use stem
from her background as a dancer,
employing rhythm and music as
much as aerobic exercise.

swims out to the deep end. We do
strides, some laps, and other exercises. Finally, we go back to the
shallow end and stretch out The
whole process takes about forty to
fifty minutes.

I did not know about this nearby
opportunity until Amy Bailey '97
twisted my arm to go last fall. It
was a good workout, she said, and
it helped her relax. I decided to try
'it with her. and so we went. I'd
never really gone to an aerobics
class before, although I'd watched
plenty of them on TV. I was a little
nervous, I'd never seen any of these
people before, most of them were
not College students, I was wearing
a bathing suit, and what if I couldn't
keep up and passed out and
drowned? Gradually everyone
made it into the pool, and the woman
at the front of the pool announced,
"let's reach." So we started to reach.
Now that I have attended more
classes, I am a little more confident
of the exercises and walking around
in a bathing suit. The. first part of
the class includes jogging in place
or kicking underwater and doing lots
of arm exercises. Then we go places
as we jog, moving water with out
arms as we run. Next, everyone gets
kickboardf or small inner tubes and

.

The water aerobics workout is
beneficial Cor a number of reasons.
Most obviously, the cardiovascular
workout helps get blood pumping
and all those other good things cardiovascular workouts" do. Water
aerobics also promotes a certain
degree of relaxation. The main
lights in the pool are turned off, and
aerobics-er- s
perform their exercises
in a pool lit only by the underwater
pool lights. According to Emerson,
the lighting helps participants "relax mentally while they move. It's
refreshing for the mind" as well as
the body.
On all my aerobic adventures, I
n
am accompanied by a
well-wor-

tape of Eighties music. There's
nothing like Michael Sembello's
ri
girl
"Maniac" to get a
steel-tow-

going. Imagine my delight when I

discovered the water aerobics class

Both Emerson and Baw remem-

provides classics ranging from
Thriller", by Michael Jackson to
"Queen of Hearts" by Juice Newton, without the need for a pesky
Walkman to tie me down. The music selection ranges beyond the decade that Reagan created, including
tunes like "Respect" and "Back in

bered a College alumni who attended the class a few years ago.
This man had multiple sclerosis and

the Saddle Again."
stressed the importance

Emerson
of the mu-

sical selections. She makes the
tapes herself, based on music she
likes, but more Importantly, music
that gets people "motivated to do
the exercises."
Baw Weaver works in Mom's
Diner, and she has been attending
water aerobics since instruction bey
gan. She notes that the class may
be boring to some people, but after
a stressful day, it really helps her relax. "I enjoy it," Baw said
Unlike the countless
people who have tried water aerobics once or twice then lose interest, Baw has been a faithful
matter-of-factl- y.

walked on crutches when he started
coming to water aerobics. He had a
'
lot of trouble walking, and it took

him a long time to get ready for
class. After a few months in the
class, he started using a cane, and
by the end of the year he was able
to walk without any help at all. As

he grew stronger, his confidence increased. This man has since moved,
but when he's back in Wooster, he
attends water aerobics.

Still not convinced that water

aerobics is the best thing to happen '

at Wooster since they decided to

blow all the leaves on campus into

great big fluffy piles perfect for
jumping into? What; you've never
jumped in the leaves? And you've
never attended water aerobics?
Well, go on. Get right out there and
do one of the above. All the leaves
are gone, you say? That makes your
choice easier, doesn't it?-

.

--

i
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Scotch with the Devil: Saddam and his days at "Wooster
ISHTIAQ GHAFOOR

Hmm, Mr. Bad Ass is at it again,

huh? The sheepish grin and the
wolfish snarl
center
re-comm- and

stage as Saddam Hussain lays siege
to our news broadcasts all over
again.
"Any more spy planes come my
way, and you won't have "em back,"
he warns the US, and simultadisneously orders his
eased army of catapult-shooteand
half-starve-

to prepare for
s

clever again and softened to

15-fo-

1

...

Yeah,

we re

-

y.;

students would get free lifetime
AOL connections and, as a bonus,
membership to BMG Music Service

that would get mem four free CDs
each time they introduced a friend
to the club.
When he saw that the danger was
gone, the mouse that was Saddam
suddenly roared like a lion yes, he
was extremely jealous, and yes, he
hated Iran. And, as the intelligent
.

.

s--

j

',.

-

--

.,-

.

"Really,"

he
remarked
nonchalantly, "it's Got exactly the
most happening of places."
"Well, you should know."
"Actually, I wouldn't I've been
away too long. When I was around,
glue and gas sniffing were the in
things. So what's in now?"
"Erm, well everything's in now,"
I replied as I wondered frantically
how to describe the look my son and
his friends wore. "Basically, you just
have to get pierced all oyer, and not
wear a belt so your pants can hang
down around your knees.",
"Wow, sounds interesting."
; .
.
"Actually, it isn't But that! just
the pointi you're supposed to look
as uninteresting as possible.
,

$7-1-

Domino's driver.
You'll receive
$5.15 an hour
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"I won't be coming here any
more, so might as well make a party
of it" he snickered ominously.
I hadn't exactly begun to dirty my
pants but I would have if he hadn't
put his piece away as quickly as he,
did and walked out of the bSr.
O

-

"It is now ... "he smirked. "I
rushed too, and pledged KX. But
that was only natural. I've always
been handy with a baseball bat"
"Baseball?" I quizzed disbeliev-ingl"you T"
"But of course," he rasped, as he
downed another shot "I cracked
open three heads as a freshman, then
the Krappers couldn't resist, ae'-- ,
They said I possessed a very
'straight and true swing."
. As the man reminisced, he swiv-ele- d
around on his stool and leaned
back with his elbows resting on the
y,

,

.

.

counter. I swear I witnessed motherly
love on his face as he gazed proudly
at the Scud in his vehicle outside.
"Don't the US troops worry about

to make 1 per
hour? Be a

interested, please
0
and
call
ask to speak with
Diana or Rob.

--

,

Tarantino gets all his clever ideas
from? The loser lived on the floor
above me."
"My son lives in Douglass. He
says it's- a very decent place."

'

?;

,

As I watched his caravan of armored personnel carriers drive off,
I thought of my own son at Wooster.
Thank heavens he's got weed, I
thought snugly; look what glue and
H
gas do to your head.
j But when did I precisely begin
expecting the present Gulf crisis?
That was a few days later when
Claudia showed me a clipping from
the New York Times. It pictured
Saddam Hussain wrestling with US
Customs officials as they attempted
to confiscate his beloved Scud. "Yes,
I'm jealous, and yes, I hate America!"
the paper quoted him as saying ...

Domino's Pizza
vv
5SiStucfcnt Discount Card

- Medium 1 Topping Pizza & Breadsticks - $5.99
.
Large 1 Topping fizza & Breadsticks - $699

caU us

264-980- 0

,

un-hols- ter

Where do you think Quentin

"Wooster,. huh? My son goes
there, you know..."

him take a leak in the police car's
gas tank, sir!"
"Oh, you naughty boys," chided
Saddam tenderly (and a wee bit
drunkenly), "you'll never learn to
behave yourselves, will you? Oh
well, I guess that's the end of our
'
diplomatic immunity." ,
.'""
He lifted himself off the stool and
made to leave, then as if on second
thought he turned around sharply.
It took him exactly one and a half
his gun and
seconds to
shoot a hole through the bartender's
head. Another half a second, and he
had the gun stuck firmly up my left "; "
nostril.
--

J

beginning the conversation, "but I
was so tied up at home.

ed

"Because the cop wouldn't le,t
.

son.
insti.... ,"Hell, yeah!
tuted a lot of nasty crap
back then while I was RA of the
Sciences and Humanities Program.

--."

mean

was quickly negotiated in which the

.

red-fac-

ask? Did you live
there?" I suddenly felt
apprehensive for my

Thankfully though, a settlement

"Aha!" he exclaimed when he

sparkled in amusement. Quite obviously, the liquor and the music
was mellowing him.
Republican
Just then a
Guard came racing inside, flashed
me the obligatory dirty look, ad
'
snapped his' heelsjn a salute.
Major Ahmed just shot an
American policeman, sir!"
"And why, may I ask, did he dispose himself to do such a thing?"
inquired Saddam leisurely, not the
least bit concerned.

shot down our third

ment
:

His face flushed and his eyes

hot-head- ed

whisky in tandem.
"So how goes life at
Douglass?"
"Fine. Why do you

Claudia, my wife, sat uncomfortably
to my left but had no idea what to
make of this sentimental predica-

weapons.

including tips
mileage. If

Uday... for 'some reason, every
time I hear that name I automatically
picture an Uzi. Considering how
Saddam's son is, perhaps my image, of him isn't too
thoughts, Saddam went
on, "Uday's busy right
now. I sent him to clear
up a couple of Kurdish
villages. He wanted to
use biological weapons
but I warned him that
the Americans are still
watching."
He flashed that contagious goofy grin again
and raised his glass to
me. We chinked and

in the window seat to my right,
sobbed hysterically against my
shoulder and sent rivulets of tears
streaming down my right arm.

ot

Have a car & want

'

"Uday uses the expression a lot."

wrong...
As if sensing my

$$&(&&!!"
Saddam, who was traveling alone

ed

caught sight of me and, in a single
lithe movement, the world's most

over-grow- n,

put"

of yours in Iraq?" I in-

"Nope, not at all. Besides, I've
only got three left and I'm gonna
give them to Israel. ..Oops, one's
here, so that makes only two back
home. I'd better get going, huh?
Don't want to leave the motherland
undefended for too long, do we?"

stuff?
,
"Exactly, but that was really well

let you go until the Government of Iran recognizes our right as free citi-

zens to uncensored
internet access. Otherwise, we'll blow up the
plane ...and, er, all of

those Scuds
quired.

like

looking-like-you-don't-care-what-you-look--

r

'

dents!" they proclaimed
as they brandished their
weaponry. " We will not

into him as .he cruised with the
crowd in his Porsche Boxster
around Cleveland's Flats. I managed to spot him first, albeit with
some difficulty, through my
double vision. But to be
perfectly honest, you're not exactly inconspicuous when you
Strive around with a
Scud
missile on the back seat of your
convertible, and your chauffeur is
charred to the bone from messing
around with too many chemical
beer-induc-

Anyway, now here we stood in
Cleveland, two buddieschumspals
mates, and I noticed that Saddam
hadn't changed one bit. He was still
baby-face- d
.the same
clown. He led me into a bar and ordered shots all around.
"I really wanted to make it to the
Wooster Alumni Weekend," he said.

"Oh, you mean all the

steadfast on me.
You see, me and
Saddam go back together
quite a long time. We're
not exactly buddies or pals
or mates or ... We get the
idea ED , but we kind of
know each other ever since
that fateful flight 26 years
ago when some Iranian
desperadoes hijacked our
plane.
'.'We're university stu-

launching an offensive.
Actually, I'm not surprised he's
behaving like this. You
what happens when you cut deals
with rogues. If the US had finished
him off when they had him, we
might all sleep tight tonight with
only the chocolate milk shortage at
DrugMart to worry about.
But no, the CIA tried to play it

Saddam's promises that he would
be a good boy arid show them his
private. ..er, arsenals if he'd be
anteed two things:
a. his Presidency over Iraq and
b. frequent visits tor party in the
US.
Gullible as they are, the CIA gave
in with the sole stipulation that
Saddam's trips to see Uncle Sam be
in disgl&iratufcagdtis
'
sible. Humph.
It was on one of these sojourns of
his that I happened to meet him a
couple of weeks back. Actually I ran

same time, twenty-seve- n
loyal Republican Guards cocked their automatics in my direction and prepared
to blow me (and the humble nightclub behind me) right out of the environs of Cleveland. But as Saddam
skidded to a halt and lifted me in an
excruciating bear-huthe Guards
lowered fheir guns, even though they

amongst us know, he went on to do

kept their dirty looks

d,

see,-that'-

just for a whole decade.

g,

rs

knife-throwe- rs

hated man alive straddled his door
and began his charge on me. At the
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Junior Ayannar WUHanis' photos focus on Black community

0'

1

Nathaniel Barr

-

,

exhibit is "Karintha, Seventh Street,
Kabnis; A Retrospective" which
Williams explains is derived from a

,.'

Ayanna Williams is putting her
education to jood use. Her photobook by Gene Tooner entitled
graphic exhibit, which is currently "Cane. The book is a collection of :
hanging on the Lowry Art Wall, short stories and poems which Wilcombines her Black Studies major liams describes as being like arcs
with her Art (photography) minor in which do not quite form circles.
order to better understand what she Likewise, she offers that her photohas learned in her Black Studies graphs, while steeped in history, tra-courses. For her, "the arts are one dition, and culture, and drawing on
of the better, ways to represent many of her personal experiences,
Photos courtesy of Ayanna w iluams ideas." "To make what I've "still haven't come together for me
"
learned .clearjto meI use my aii in a circle."- Maha McCain '99, Manama Whyte '97 and Henrietta MenzieX :98 Ytre featured ' --(
" ; Katner; wphctfogfaphs arepart of'
saysrr;
siie
anapnoiograpay,
models in Williams' exhibit, which is on display on the LawryArt Wall ....
Williams also makes what she has her own growth. Her emphasis on me
learned personal.' The title of her
community and
:

'

;

:

.

African-Americ-

Lost in the fifth grade with "Bean"
Sally Thelen
There was a time in my life when
bodily noises, the liberal use of the
middle finger and diarrhea were all
the height of hilarity for me. Then I

graduated from fifth grade and
moved on. But apparently some
people out there haven't quite
reached that level of comedic maturity.

I'm not aware of the age level of
the two writers of "Bean," Richard
Curtis and Robin Driscoll, but apparently, they were the niost popular and funny boys in the fifth grade.
It seems they have also had a little
bit of a problem adjusting to the fact
that they are adults now, and no one
seems to be laughing (except for the
other fifth graders in the audience).
On television. Rowan Atkinson's
cult character Mr. Bean is hilarious.
For 30 minutes he silently wreaks
havoc on London society while
scrunching his face in impossible distortions and making the most disastrous, impossible accidents possible.
But on the big screen with a big

an

her use ofportraiture and docurnen- tary pnotograpnic techniques dem- onstrate how she is combining what
she has learned in her classes with
'
what she has found in her life.
Williams believes that exhibitions
such as hers are important because
students "have valuable things to
learn from each other's experiences.' Thus,asanAfrkrAmeri-ca- n
woman, she feels it is her responsibility "to bring to the table
--

".

her experiences"' in a manner
that makes people think.""4 ' ' - ; .
y.
tmmmn .Will Be" 'hanging
on the Lowry Art Wall through
Nov. 30.

'

.

Beginning Friday at

Cinemark
budget, Mr. Bean just doesn't trans- -'
late. First of all, Bean's decision not
to speak may be seen as eccentric
in his half hour television episode,
but an hour and a half of a silent
character who does absolutely
ing to establish himself as believable human is a bit trying. Secondly,
although the film was first presented
overseas, the film targets the American audience with a whole bunch of
smarmy,
family moments

that simply don't work with the
malice that Bean intends through his
practical jokes. But most of all, over
an hour of pure bodily noise humor
is a little bit more than the psychologically and intellectually mature
can handle. To say that this movie
lacks substance. is a gross understatement.
In Scotland this summer, the
movie came out in the theatres under the name of something like "Mr.
Bean Does America," and I distinctly remember the British hating
portions over there. So don't rack

Anastasia (G)

The movie opens when Bean,
the worst guard at the London
Museum of Art, is shipped off to
Los Angeles in an attempt to get
him out of the country at any possible costs. He is sent to. oversee .
the installation of "Whistler's
Mother" in an L.A. gallery. The
gallery's curator (Peter MacNicol)
decides, upon an act of good will,
to open the doors of his home to
Bean. But after 20 minutes of
Bean's odd ways, the curator's
wife (Pamela Reed) packs up her
children and leaves the two men
alone for the weekend. Of course,
mayhem ensues when Bean takes
up America as his new playground

feel-goo- d,

it too, despite the fact that
Atkinson's character is of God pro--

Movies 10

up my dislike for this movie towards
cultural differences; all my feelings
towards "Bean" are well deserved,
I assure you.

Mortal Kombat (PG-1Red Corner (R)
I Know What You Did
Last Summer (R)
Mad City (PG-1Bean (PG-1Starship Troopers (R).
.The Man Who Knew Too
Little (PG)
The Little Mermaid (G) .
The Jackal (R)
3)

3)

3)

1- -2

and the painting "Whistler's
Mother" as his brand new toy.
"Bean," directed by Mel Smith,
ended in the same way fifth grade
ended for me. I walked out of the
cinema happy the torture was over,
hoping to never relive it again.

05, 4:05, 7:05, 9:35 p.m.
35, 4:35, 7:35, 9:45 p.m.
10, 7:10 p.m.
1:45, 4:45, 7:45, 10:15 p.m.

4:10,10:10 p.m.
1:25, 4:25, 7:25, 9:40 p.m.
1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 10:05 p.m.

1:40,4:40,7:40,9:55 p.m.
1:15. 4:15, 7:15, 9:30 p.m.
1:10,4:10,7:10,9:50 p.m.

p.m. shows are Sat., Sun., Mori., Wed. only.

.

.

Sorry, no passes.'

,
'

For complete listings any time, call

345-875-

5.
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Solaris comes to Gault Theatre prof Dale Shields inspires
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that scheduling difficulties prevented
the group from coming last year, and.
that he was thrilled that Wooster could
finally experience these "unusually
fine performers."
Gallagher, who received his doc
torate and masters in music composition from Cornell University, has
written a variety of pieces, includ
ing "The Persistence nf Memorv:'
Jf

On Sunday, Nov. 23, The College
of Wooster hosts the Solaris Woodwind Quintet for an enjoyable evening
of 20th century American music.

Featuring George Pope (flute),

James Ryon (oboe), Hakan
Rosengren (clarinet), William
Hoyt
j
j - (french horn), and Lynette
v

r-- -o

Diers Cohen (bassoon), the quin- tet has played a variety of places,
including the Wayne Center for the
Arts and numerous performances
at the University of Akron, where

"Symphony in One Movement
Threnody, and Berceuse." His
works have been performed and
published in a list of massive pro
portions, leading to a variety of
honors and recognitions. Among
these are master classes with

they are based. Their energetic
performances have gained them
quite a reputation, including rave Aaron Copland and George
Crumb, being listed in the "1996-199- 7
reviews by the "Plain Dealer."
They are all University of Akron
International Who's Who in
professors, and several of the Music," and being named the Ohio
members serve as principles in the Composer of the Year in 1996 by
Akron Symphony as well.
the Ohio Music Teachers AssociaThe Solaris Quintet's trek to tion. Though he remains devoted
Wooster began two years ago to his work here in Wooster, his
when Professor Jack Gallagher
works have been performed naa
he
had
tionwide.
"Ancient Evenings and
heard them perform piece
written. Excited and enthusiastic Distant Music," first performed in
New York, is not one of his more
about the ensemble's talent, he arranged for them to come to camrecent pieces, but has been, performed at a variety of colleges and
pus and perform his piece, "Anuniversities.
cient Evenings and Distant MuThe concert begins at 4 p.m. and
sic," and other selections by 20th
century composers. Among the will last approximately an hour and
other pieces to be performed are a half. It will be held in Gault Recital Hall and is open and free to
Leonard Bernstein's "Nine Annithe public. Gallagher encourages
versaries," Samuel Barber's "Summer Music for Wmd Quintetep. 31,". . students to com& Not only will they
be performing a work of Gallaghers,
Henry Coweli's "Suite for Woodwind
Quintet," and George Gershwin's but their concert is exclusively 20th
"Three Preludes." In addition to per-- . century American, an unusual
forming the pieces, the members occurence when European music is
of the quintet played a role in the so often treasured. With the combicomposition of the selections. nation of the intricate program and
the prowess of the ensemble,
Their version of "Nine Anniversaries" is transcribed by Pope. Gallagher promises a fantastic con"Three Preludes" is arranged by cert. "They are really extraordinary,
accomplished performers," he said.
William Hoyt.
"They are truly one of the finest
"I am delighted and honored that
woodwind quintets that can be heard
in the country."

the College can have them," Gallagher
said enthusiastically. He mentioned

Lauren Kulchawik
In high school, Dale Shields first
realized that he was interested in the
theatre. Yet, even before high school,
he had been exposed to the performance world because both of his par
ents were professional singers when
he was a child.
"I applied to Ohio University in
Athens to go into theater lighting design, but that changed once two of my
professors decided I was a 'special'
student They thrust me into the wonderful school of acting." The casting
for the play "Great White Hope" was
taking place at the time and they were
actors.
short of African-AmericShields took the opportunity to be in
the production and continued to act
and direct throughout college. "I
found it was something that I loved."
Shields spent his college summers
working with "Summer Stock," which
he describes as "going to some horrible little town, and performing something like eight plays in eleven weeks,
all for, say, $70 a week." After his
last year at OU, Shields moved to New
York with "$50 and a phone book.
My friends said that I should go back
home for awhile, and that I couldn't
afford it. Well, a week later, was
hiring them."
During his 21 years in New York,
Shields earned four Actor's Union
cards, a role on Broadway, and stage
management credits. He was a dancer
in his Broadway debut, "Lily," directed by Tom O'Horgan. "It was a
strange opera," according to Shields.
Also, Shields wrote and directed
a piece about AIDS for young
people entitled "In Time," which he
sold in New York and again in
Cleveland. The inspiration for the
piece came from Shields' work with
youth in prisons and drug
an

,

at-ri- sk

re-ha- bs

in neighborhoods like the
South Bronx, Harlem, and Long Island in New York City.
Of all of his adventures in New
York, "the most important thing was

working with young people who
sometimes don't have the opportunity
.

,

Student Recital:
Scheide Gault

Classic Film:

;

It am." V
-

Spotlight Showcase: .
Shades of Grey; LC Mom's

-
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Movie: fine English PaV
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7:30 pjn. Mateer And, -- ;
The film is brought to you by
SAB, free of charge..
"

SAB

m.
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Strangers on Train

- "

Concert: Solaris Wind

-

Quar- -

tet, Scheide Gault, 4 p.m.

. -

"

"

r
Senior Recital: Jeffrey Bird,
'V

i' -

Percussion
Department

.-:

,---

11

a.m. Music .

v

7:30 and 10t30 pm, MateerAud

- ''i

Cost is $1.00

'

Choral Union Concert;
McGaw. & 15 pjn. Tickets
Required

'-

-

Submissions to This Week in Art

should be send to box

!

"

,

C-3J8-

7,

Attention: Babcock or Licht, or
call the Voice office at x2598.

V;

to have theatrical experience. These
underprivileged black and Puerto
Rican kids were brilliant, bright, talented. What a shame that kids like
them often don't get the chance to
study in theater."
Shields knew that he could not be a
"savior" to the kids, but he could be
the father figure that many of them
lacked. "I think that we inspired each
others' lives... We were working together. I tried to give them some sunlight, and make them feel that someone cares what happens to them. We
discussed tilings on a greater level than
just theater. I still think about them,
and hope that I gave them at least
something. In a lot of ways, they
saved me."
For six years, Shields had the op--'
portunity to work with Joseph Papp,
the head of the New York Shakespeare

--

TO
is.
W

W.

If-t-

V
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Photo By David Heisserer
Professor of Theatre Dale Shields reviews sound cuts.
Festival. Papp later sent Shields to
London, where, theater, companies
from all over the world gathered. "All
of the Shakespeare Festival staff had
either masters degrees in theater, or
were working on their Ph.D's."
After receiving a full financial fellowship, Shields left his life in London and New York to return to OU to
earn his graduate degree. "I didn't pay
a dime for graduate school," he said
While Shields performed at the Cleveland Playhouse during his internship,
Professor of Theatre Annetta Jefferson
was planning her retirement from the
College. She wanted to keep the program diverse, and so when she found
someone who knew of Shields, she
contacted him in Cleveland. Ever
since Jefferson's retirement two and
a half years ago, Shields has been di- recting, teaching and inspiring students.
"I try not to lie" is Shields' bottom
line method in directing. "You have
to always be ready to work, but try to
'
have fun. I remind students that it's
not playtime ... Fm very serious about
what I do, and I want the outcome to
be the best possible under the circumstances. Make it happen, don't just
talk about it Talk is not only cheap,
but it's useless."
Casting is another key to Shields'
portrayal of the art: "I'm pretty psychic when it comes to casting. Only
a few times have I been 'off when
choosing an actor. If you go with an
intelligent actor, then you will come
out in good shape."
Shields believes that plays need to
envelop the audience; the audience
--

should leave the theater with a clear
understanding and with truth. "No
one should leave thinking, 'what was
that all about?'" said Shields. "Hike
plays that have some sort of message...
Plays that entertain and uplift ... Plays
by American writers ... Plays that
have something to do with me AND
you." His philosophy is that through
watching the play, we should learn
something about ourselves, and about
all of humankind.
Shields has directed four plays at
the College: "Man of La Mancha,"
"Rumors," "for colored girls..." and
"Five By Two." He is currendy
paring to present "The Night Thoreau
Spent in Jail" the first week in December. Shields has won two professor awards: one from the Black Students' Association, and one from the
Black Women's Association. He has
appeared on national television on
"The Cosby Show," "Saturday Night
Live," "Another World," "Guiding
Light" and "Special Needs," a show
about troubled students. Shields soil
holds the Union cards that allow him '
to perform professionally in television, commercials and music.
As with the youth in New York,
Shields has a special relationship
with many of his students here. "I
really care about my students. They
know I'm rooting for them. I want
to give them as much as I can ... the
program here is about finding how
theater can help you in life to express yourself."
What inspires Shields is "life. An
artist can only pQH from his or her own
life experiences." '
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Scot, Lady Scot hoops start up
Scot Football
Wooster 28

Ohio Wesleyan 14
!

I

Wooster downed their final opponent of the season on Saturday,
defeating Ohio Wesleyan in a muddy match. The Fighting Scots did
not receive enough points to finish in the top four in the region,
therefore being shut out of the playoffs. This is dissapointing,
seeing as how the Scots put together their best season since 1923.

Scot and Lady Scot Swimming and Diving
The Scot and Lady Scot swimming and diving teams finished
second and third, respectively at this past weekend's Allegheny
Sprint and Distance Invitational.

UMtfr

1

Scot Clib Volleyball
The Fighting Scots finished second this past Saturday at the first
club volleyball tournament hosted by the school this year. Case
Western Reserve won the tournament despite splitting matches with
the Fighting Scots.

NCAA officials are caught
smoking crack on the job!
James

Roller

It seems as if the NCAA Selection
Committee has smoked away its final brain cells this year. If not, please
allow me to smuggle a few cigars
from Cuba. I am sure they are on a
first name basis with Castro. .
Last weekend a travesty occurred
when the Committee From Hell
chose to bypass Wooster's 1 season and not place them in the Division III tournament. My one recommendation to the committee
make sure you fill the ballots out
after the season.
The panel chose to put Allegheny
in the tournament and omit Wooster.
I guess that is what happens to men
without the proper liberal arts education. They were absent the day
they taught logic, I suppose.
Case in point. Three teams fin9--

ished

9--

1

from the powerful

NCAC Wooster, Allegheny and
Wittenberg. So, how should such
a deadlock be broken? Let me give
the simple, logical solution. First
off, get Allegheny out of there.

overrated and don't belong in the
same breath. They lost by 12 points
to Wittenberg at home and would
have lost by 19 had they not scored
a late, meaningless touchdown. They
never should have been ranked after
such an embarrassing loss.
Then there were two. And how
do we break ties among teams with
identical records? Anyone with a
thought in the last decade would
matchups are
know that
9
Does
the first
ring a bell to any of you suits? Obviously not.
So, Allegheny have fun when
you get eaten for dinner this weekend. The rest of the world will be
laughing at the result as the Suits
try to get their heads out of their
asses. The true national championship will not be played this year,
head-to-he- ad

tie-breake-

21-1-

rs.

but let them have their shallow
ceremony.

Hats off to the 1997 Wooster
Fighting Scot football team. From
to 1 in three seasons. You
deserve to be recognized but can
rest assured we won't forget you.
1- -9

9--

(..;

.

--

On Saturday, the Scots concluded
their season at the NCAA Great
Lakes Regional Meet. The Scots
took 1 1th place in the meet, scoring
356 points.
Of the 25 teams in the meet, the
Scots defeated Kenyon (371 pts),
Baldwin-Wallac- e
(373 pts), Albion
(374 pts), Muskingum (375 pts). Case
Western Reserve (440 pts), Hanover
(450 pts). Alma (471 pts), Manchester (520 pts), Wilmington (588 pts).
Franklin (613 pts). John Carroll (618

pts), Adrian (676 pts),
(686 pts), and Defiance (756 pts).
Calvin College won the meet with 55
points (in cross country, the lowest
score wins).
The Great Lakes Regional meet is
synonymous with bad weather, and
Saturday's meet conditions were no
exception. At the time of the men's
race the temperature was under 30 degrees, it was snowing, and visibility
was only a few hundred yards. Obviously, these conditions were not ideal
for racing, but the Scots used the
weather to their advantage and raced
Rose-Hulm- an

-

ili

Matt Sprang '98 passes around a defender during the Fighting

Luke Lemdberg

v

,

r- -
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Photo courtesy News Services
f NCAC title run last season.
Scots

Nate Gaubatz '0 and Pat Noles '01 .
1

Key returnees include Ryan

Thl: Scot basketball team kicks off
their season tomorrow as they host
the annual Wooster Al Van Wie
Classic. This season the. field includes Geneva, Muskingum, and
Tiffin. The Scots should manhandle
the competition, as they are coming
off a first place NCAC finish and
NCAA tournament appearance.
The Fighting Scots, however, are
not as rock solid as that great team
from last season. Two key starters,
point guard Rowell Fernandez '97
and forward Greg Morris '97 graduated last season, leaving holes at
those two positions. The Wooster
coaching staff hopes John Ellenwood
'00 and Matt Sprang '98 can fill Morris' void. Sprang averaged 6.1 points
and 2.5 rebounds per game last year
and Ellenwood threw in 3.3 points and

Gorman '99, Rick Hochsteder '99 and
Brian Watkins '00. Gorman, an
NCAC selection last season, should
be a force to be reckoned with as the
Scots take on the rest of the NCAC.
Other returning players are Chris
Gardner '99, John Wilson '99 and
Brad Vance '00.
The Scots open up at 8 p.m. tomorrow and continue tournament
play on Saturday night Next Tuesday,
the Scots will get a big thrill as they
travel to Ivy League Division I school
Harvard for a 7 p.m. match-uThe Wooster Lady Scot basketball
team enters this season with' a new
coach and a new attitude, hoping to
3
improve upon last season's
record, which was good enough for
a fourth place tie in the NCAC. The
Lady Scots will attempt to put to-

3.8 boards after transferring to

gether their first winning season
since 1992-9- 3 's 1 campaign.

Wooster at midseason.
There are three options that Head
Coach Steve Moore has at the point
guard spot. The first is veteran Mark
Schlabach '99, who is joined by

Scot CC ends year at Regionals
Dave WalkEnhorst

--:- i.i

their hardest
Coach Rice said, "This was a great
season for both teams, and we're looking forward to better things in the future."
In Saturday's five mile race, Allyn
Peterson '99 finished first for the Scots
with 5 st place finish overall, and a
time of 28:27. Following Peterson
were Josh Baird '98 (72nd, 28:56),
Robert Buckley '00 (73rd, 28:57), Andrew Dawson '99 (79th, 29:07), Scot
Greenaway '00 (8 st 29:09), Brendan
McCabe '99 (96th, 29:42), and Tony
Kauke '98 (141st 31:14).

p.

12-1-

13-1-

Leading the Wooster charge will
be new Head Coach Lisa Campanell

Komara, who replaces Roxanne
Allen, the new coach at Akron Uni

versity. Komara does not enter the
season empty handed, however, as she
will have four, of her five starters
returning from last season's squad.

Katie Montague
--

returns to the pivot for the Lady Scots.
Dales led the team in both rebounding and blocked shots last season.
Jocelyn Horn '01 is expected to round
out the starting five.
The Lady Scots open the year tomorrow with a road tournament at
Capital University. The Lady Scots

have won their past two season
openers, winning last season 60-4-4
versus Hiram and 59-- 5 1 over Loras
the year before. Their first home
match will be Dec. 3 versus NCAC
rival Oberlin. Go Scots!

Attention Science and Social Science Majors
.

Would you benefit from a fall semester of research at "
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory? Applications are '
now being taken for the fall '98 GLCAACM Oak ,
Ridge Science Semester, a
research "r
,.r
opportunity which places qualified students in
scientists at the
research with internationally-know- n
Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
.

;

,

'

one-semes-

"r"

ter

on-goi- ng

--

1

1

'99 and

Suzanne Roberts '99 will be leading the attack, as they averaged
15.8 and 10.6 points, respectively
last season. Erin Gertz '00 will
again play point guard. Gertz averaged 7.3 points per game last
season, as well as dishing out a
team best 3.1 assists per game.
Heather Dales '98 will finish out
her Wooster career this season, as she

For more information, contact:
John Linden Science Majors
James BurnelL Social Science Majors
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Major League Baseball

1 1

'.

The expansion draft took place this past Tuesday night,
with the Tampa Bay Devil Rays and the Arizona Diamondbacks each choosing the first 35 players for their
respective franchises. .

National Basketball League

r j:
If

After defeating Washington this past Tuesday night, the
Atlanta Hawks are 0 and are sitting comfortably atop
the Central Division, with a large lead over Chicago,
11--

Yv.

Milwaukee and rival Charlotte.
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Scots defeat OWU, finish at
Allardice
I

I-

.11.

photo by David Heisserer

ef Elser '99 gained yardage during an early season game, running towards the record book:

James

It was a bitter-sweweekend for
the Scot football team. Saturday's
4
victory over Ohio Wesleyan
et

28-1-

Scots harexrf"th u
NCAC title, their first conference
title of any kind since 1959. But in
the eyes of the NCAA committee, a
clinohed-JtWe- '

record was not good enough to
earn a playoff berth.
The Scots traveled to Delaware
Ohio needing a win to clinch a tie
for the conference championship. In
the cold and snowy conditions the
game promised to be a low scoring
battler Quarterback Rich Judd '99,
who was able to recover from a
shoulder injury faster than expected,
started Saturday's game.
The Scots were able to jump out
to an early lead, scoring with 9:17
left in the first quarter on a eight
play,
drive. Running back
Jeff Elser '99 ran the ball in the end
zone from one yard out, putting
Wooster ahead
The Bishops responded late in the
first quarter, putting together a 15
drive that resulted ih
play,
a touchdown. But the Bishops were
unable to tie the score on the extra
9-- 1

34-ya- rd

7-- 0.

64-ya- rd

point, and the Scot lead was
trimmed to
The second quarter belonged to
the Scots. Wooster put up 2 unanswered points, allowing the defense
to assert its dominance. The Scots
would extend their lead early in the
second quarter, scoring on a 12 play,
drive. Running back David
Yokley '00 scored a touchdown
d
from
out. The Scots extended their lead to 14-"There were lousy field conditions, and the field can become a
wild card," head coach Jim Barnes
7-- 6.

1

60-ya-

rd

one-yar-

6.

National Football League

vM'

9-- 1

said. "I was very proud of the way spectacular." Neither team would
our players played in the first half. score for the remainder of the game,
clinching Wooster's share of the
We capitalized on a lot of mistakes."
conference championship.
With 3:52 left in the second quarWrapping the best season in Scot
ter, Wooster put the ball in the end
and
zone Bgaim " This1 time "Juddcon-necte- 'football? since
dreams of a playoff bid were still
with wide receiver Brandon
Good 99 for 16 yards and six alive. But on.Sunday those dreams
points. Ben Arnold's extra point '00 were cut short when Allegheny
The Scots claimed the fourth and final playoff
put the Scots up 21-berth in the North region.
would strike again in the final mo"Yes, I expected to make the playments of the first half, putting tooffs," Barnes said. "I expected
drive.
gether a nine play
people on the committee to do their
Judd again found his favorite tarjob. There are a lot of predisposed
get, Good, for an 11 yard touchdown with 27 seconds left in the first assumptions about what a champihalf. The score extended the Scot onship team is."
Barnes was very disappointed that
and would be the last
lead to 28-the Scots were not selected for the
time they would find the end zone.
"Our offense was terrific," Barnes playoffs. The first four teams in
said. "Rich Judd played a gutty, each region make the playoffs, and
champion-likgame. He went follrfwing Wooster's win over
through intensive therapy all week, Wittenberg who was ranked secand by Friday he said he felt well ond in the region, Wooster should
enough to play. Rich deserved to have made the playoffs. Allegheny and John Carroll both made the
start."
The Scot defense was strong all playoffs with the same record as
Wooster,
day, adjusting to the Bishops quick
"You take a team (Allegheny) that
play. "Unfortunately, early in the
game the "defense had a hard time was thoroughly beaten at home (by
because Wesleyan came to the line Wittenberg), played a weaker schedof scrimmage quickly," Barnes said. ule and put them in the playoffs in
The defense made adjustments, and front of us," Barnes said. "The perwas able to stop the Bishops for ception is they (Allegheny) are
good, but we played the best
much of the game.
Ohio Wesleyan only other score strength of schedule in our confercame midway through the third ence and I feel we deserve the honor
quarter after the Bishops blocked a to be asked to play in the National
Championship Playoffs."
punt. Following the blocked punt,
Wooster's schedule was indeed
the Bishops scored on a
touchdown reception. The two point tough, playing three teams that
conversion narrowed Wooster's lead would finish with a 1 record Giving Wittenberg and Grove City their
to
we
were
as
loss on an otherwise unblemonly
not
second
half
"The
ished season, and losing by only one
sharp." Barnes said. "I give credit
to Wesleyan for not lying down. We point on the road to Allegheny.
"Past perception controlled the re- were in control and our defense was
i

1923-hope-

d

6.

66-ya- rd

--

6,

e'

9-- 1.

20-ya- rd

9--

28-1- 4.

s

The Indianapolis Colts defeated the Green Bay Packers
this past Sunday 41-3- 8 for their first victory this season.
Oddly enough, the Colts have defeated the defending
Super Bowl champions the past three years. In fact,
Atlanta, New Orleans," Tampa Bay, the Jets, and the Giants
all won, making it the first time all these teams have won
on the same weekend in almost 20 years.

National Hockey League

.

.

Former Pittsburgh Penguin Mario Lemieux was inducted
into the National Hockey League Hall of Fame this past
week becoming only the seventh player in history not
required to wait the mandatory three years to be inducted.
Lemieux basically saved the Penguin franchise from
going ucer,;mayngjtljem,a $tanleyCup. winner in the
early 1990s. .

Collegiate Football
This Saturday marks the annual game between' Ohio'' ' "
State and Michigan. The 2 Wolverines face the 4
The winner will
Buckeyes in a key Big Ten match-u- p.
Eac-1January Rose ',7,
in
winner
the
face
die
0
most likely
BowL The winner will also probably jump to the AP
; , .' .j.u.r '.
poll's top slot
.
.j
--

.

.

--

Collegiate Basketball
The college basketball season opens up this week, with
defending champion Arizona at the top of the AP .
rankings. Kansas is number two. The two will face off in a
tournament on Dec. 3, This game; will most likely deter-- :
mine who will hold ond the number one ranking.
ality of the 1997 season," Barnes
said. Allegheny is a traditional powerhouse, but Barnes believes that the
Gators were not as strong as they
once were.
"If we had gotten manhandled and
1 could live with it,
finished at
but our only loss was by one point
on the road. By the championship
9-- 1,

criteria, any objective observer
would say we belong in the playoffs." Barnes said he will not allow
the disappointment to overshadow
the historic season.
"The players should derive tremendous satisfaction from this season, but I'm sure that it'll come with
a gnawing sense of injustice that
they did not receive all they

Write
Lady Sco t
Hoops!!
Con

Luke Lindbeki.
Ryan

4270

.
or
Clark at x3334.

Other available positions include
Indoor Track, Men's Lacrosse,
Women's Lacrosse and
Men's Club Volleyball.
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Swimmers love the vans!
Troubles on the way to Allegheny
Monica Brym
After a two and a half hour delay because of transportation problems on
Friday, The College of Wooster swim teams finally made it to Meadville,
Pa., for this weekend's Allegheny Sprint and Distance Invitational.
Unfortunately, the Scots and Lady Scots had to rush through a brief
warm-uand as a result, Wooster's women placed second and the men
third at the Sprint Invitational. On Saturday at the Distance Invitational,
both teams had more warm-u- p time, but the results were the same.
d
freestyle and the loss of a couple of
"A critical false start in the
finish in the sprint invitational less satclose races made the second-plac- e
isfying then expected," said Wooster head coach Keith Beckett. "On the
other hand, I was very pleased that our women were closer to first in the
distance invitational."
In both meets, a significant number of Allegheny's points came from a
strong senior class, while the majority of the Lady Scots' points came
and sophomores.
from a younger group of
Leading the way for Wooster's women in both meets was Leah Becki
.

p,

100-yar-

first-yea-

il

rs

'00, who

made two

nary

na-qualify-

ing

o ti'a'r
times,"set
two meet
records, and took first place in four events.
"Without a question, Leah Becki had the most success of any other female competitor at this meet," said Beckett. "Her qualifying times and
meet records are a prelude to what should be a tremendously powerful
finish for this talented performer."
In the sprint invitational on Friday, Becki was victorious in the 200 individual medley with a preliminary national qualifying time of 2:12.74. She
was joined by teammate Carolyn Firchak '00, who placed fourth with
finishes in
a time of 2:19.33. Becki also took two close second-plac- e
the 100 butterfly (1:01.90) and the 100 breaststroke '(1:10.00). Ellen
finHunter '99 closely followed in the breaststroke with a third-plac- e
ish ( 1 : 0.4 ).
Becki once again led the Lady Scots on Saturday, making another preliminary national qualifying mark and setting a meet record in the 400
individual medley (4:44.25) and another meet record in the 200 butterfly
(2:15.48). Firchak joined her in the championship heat of the butterfly,
finishing sixth (2:26.36).
showings
Further outstanding swims came with second- - and third-plain the 200 backstroke by Firchak (2:16.19) add Laura Dunn '99 (2:20.94),
and in the 200 breastroke by Becki (2:29.70) and Hunter (2:35.53).
"Our confidence has not wavered," said Beckett "We still have a few
surprises that we will reveal in February."
For the Scots, a lack of depth in the breaststroke and individual medley
finish in both
events weighed heavily against their goal of a second-plac- e
invitationals. According to Beckett, Cortland and Allegheny won the big
races this weekend.
"When you have weaknesses as we do in those events, it is imperative to
win the big races where you are strong," said Beckett. "That was not the case
for our men's team this weekend. We swam well, but not to our potential."
Although they did not win enough of the big races, the Scots concluded
each invitational with an outstanding victory in both the sprint and distant
free relays. The victory in the 200 freestyle relay ( 1 :29.00) came through
the combined efforts of relay members Wes Bennett '01, Steve Bayuk '00,
Ben Chalot '98, and Dan Parker '98.
Further outstanding swims this weekend came from Dalchuk, who was
third in the 200 backstroke (2:09.26), and Parker, who was second in the
100 butterfly (55.27) and first in thfr200 butterfly (2:04.68). Chalot joined
e
Parker in the 200 butterfly with a
finish, while in the 500
sweep
freestyle, Chalot was and Robbie King '99 combined for a one-tw- o
of the consolation heat.
1

W

1

ce

third-plac-

Swimming and Diving
Sat. Oberlin (H)

I p.m.

SlXf J

Wooster

's

women

Photo courtesy News Services
cross country team won the NCAC title this past weekend, defending last year 's title in the process.

's

Lady Scot CC takes NCAC meet
Dave Walkenhorst
The Lady Scots concluded their
season at the NCAA Great Lakes
Regional meet on Saturday which
Institute
was held at
of Technology inTerre Haute, Indiana. The Lady Scots took 7th place
in the meet, scoring 219 points (in
Rose-Hulm-

an

cross country, the lowest score
wins).
Of the 26 teams in the meet, the
Lady Scots defeated Anderson (23 1

pts), Hanover (264. pts), Mount
Union (283 pts), Heidelberg (310
pts), Kenyon (327 pts), Albion (329
pts), Alma (343 pts), Oberlin (367

Kalamazoo (384 pts).

pts),

(464 pts), Otterbein (518pts),
Wilmington (53 1 pts). Saint Mary's
College (585 pts), John Carroll (615
pts), Franklin (687 pts), Adrian (700
(769 pts), and
pts),
Defiance (799 pts). Calvin College
won the meet with 60 points.
The Great Lakes Regional meet
is typically synonymous with bad
weather, and Saturday's meet conRose-Hulm-

we're looking forward to better
things in the future."
In Saturday's 5000 meter (3.1
mile) race, Sandy Tecklenburg 401
finished first for the Lady Scots with
a 22nd place finish overall, and a

an

time

of 20:22.

Following

Tecklenburg were Christy Judd '00
(39th, 20:48), Rachel Dawson '01

ditions were no exception. Although the conditions were not as
bad as those at the men's race, the
temperature was in the 30s and it
was beginning to snow. Obviously,
these conditions were not ideal for
racing, but the Lady Scots used the

(46th, 20:55), Beth Huffman '99
(5 1st, 20:59), Beth Shell '98 (61st,
21:07), Laurie Cappell '99 (75th,
2 1 :22), and Sarah Antel '00 (108th,
21:51).

Scot ; club volleyball debuts second
Luke Lesdbejig

ern Reserve and Denison. The Big
Hed were able, to takertnjrq in tne
"'5:v'r
lob volleyball team.-- , - Other schools which, part ci- - Tournament,
Big hitters and players for the
took on six other" teams this past pated jn the'toujpament were rivals
Fighting Scot club volleyball team
Saturday at the first men's volley- - - 'Wittenberg, Denison, and Kenyon,
ball tournament hosted by The Col- - as well as larger Division I schools included Jeff Nimeh 98, TraviS
lege of Wooster this year. Case Dayton and Ohio University. The Nieman '98, and Mike Suszter '0$
tourna-- ;
The Scots have the week off frtwn.
Western Reserve won this tournaScots finished the y
defeatcompetitive action but are slated
ment with Wooster taking second.
mnt with a record of
The Spartans and Fighting Scots ing everyone at least once, and to action after Thanksgiving
split their two matches, but Case splitting matches with Case West- - Break.

'

- '.'
The" mens

.,--

.

won the final pairing between the

v

two squads

.

,

?

:-

all-da-

6-- 2,

Lady Scot Basketball
"

weather to their advantage and raced
competitively.
Coach. Rice saidf "This was a
great season for both teams, and

Muskingum (433 pts), Manchester

Fri Capital Tip Off Tourney (A)

Q1
TBA

Sat Capital Tip Off Tourney (A) TBA
j

1

-
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SeotBasketbdU:''x'
Fri. Al VanWie Rotary Classic (H)TBA
Saf. M VanWie Rotary Classic (H)TBA
Tues. Harvard (A) 7 p.m.

